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Variance & Special Exception Application: 

430 Reily Street 
 

PROPERTY ADDRESS:  
420-432 Reily Street; 1517-1531 
Fulton Street; 427-433 Kelker 
Alley; 439-443 Boyd Street;  
1500-1518 North 5th Street 

APPLICANT: 
Kevin Baird w/ 400 Reily Street, 
LLC 

SUBMISSION DATE: 
September 28, 2022 

PID:  
06-008-040 thru 06-008-034; et al 

APPLICANT STATUS: 
Owner  
 

HPC DATE: 
November 2, 2022 

ZONING: 
Residential Medium-Density 
(RM) 

HISTORIC DISTRICT: 
N/A 

ZHB DATE:  
November 21, 2022 

ZHB CASE #: 
2538 

FLOODPLAIN: 
Zone X (No Floodplain) 

SITE VISIT DATE(S): 
October 25 & 26, 2022 

 
REQUEST: 
The Applicant is proposing to construct a seven-story, mixed-use development featuring 142 
apartments, a restaurant and coffee shop, commercial space, and a 171-space parking garage. 
This is a revision to a proposal previously reviewed and approved by the Zoning Hearing Board 
in February 2021; the current proposal is founded on the zoning relief granted during that review 
and requires the approval of additional requests for zoning relief, specifically the following: 
 Special Exception to for relief from the off-street parking requirements for the project; and 
 Variance to exceed the Density regulations for the proposed “Multifamily Dwelling” use. 
 
To provide some context for comparison: the former proposal involves the construction of a 
seven-story, mixed-use development featuring commercial space for a grocery store, restaurant, 
coffee shop, and office uses; 85 residential apartments; and an approximately 500-space parking 
garage along with associated site and access improvements. The primary difference is the loss of 
a grocery store and office space, the addition of approximately 57 apartments, and a downsized 
parking facility. 
 
PROPERTY DESCRIPTION: 
The project site is comprised of 41 separate parcels and rights-of-way totaling approximately 
1.01 acres; there are two paper streets (Kelker Alley and Walker Alley) and a couple small 
rights-of-way (grocer’s alleys) running through the site. The site featured four structures, which 
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have been demolished in the past year: a 1,784-square-foot, stick-built structure at 422 Reily 
Street, which was constructed in 1900 (per Dauphin County Property Tax Records); a 1,476-
square-foot, stick-built structure at 430 Reily Street, which was constructed in 1900 (per 
Dauphin County Property Tax Records); a 1,920-square-foot, stick-built structure at 432 Reily 
Street, which was constructed in 1900 (per Dauphin County Property Tax Records and a 1,248-
square-foot, brick masonry structure, which was constructed in 1900 (per Dauphin County 
Property Tax Records). Otherwise, there are a couple informal parking areas along the northern 
portion of the site. The project site is bounded by Boyd Street to the north, North 5th Street to 
the east, Reily Street to the south, and Fulton Street to the west. 
 
SPECIAL EXCEPTION REQUIREMENTS 
PER CHAPTER 7-323 OF THE ZONING CODE: 
1. The Board shall determine that the minimum requirements of this Code as set forth in 

Section 7-323.6 have been met.  
 
Per Section 7-305.7 of the Zoning Code, the establishment of a “Multifamily Dwelling” use in 
the Residential Medium-Density (RM) zoning district requires Special Exception approval from 
the Zoning Hearing Board, subject to the criteria listed below. Given the current, vacant state of 
the site, and the continuing and pressing need to add more housing units to the city’s inventory, 
the Planning Bureau believes that development of housing on-site will be an improvement of the 
existing site and will add housing units which are in short supply and high demand in the 
neighborhood. 
 
The Applicant has noted that the previous zoning relief approvals for other aspects of the project 
are still applicable; for the Special Exception requests, that would only include the previous 
approvals for “Multifamily Dwelling” and a “Coffee Shop/Café” uses. As such, the only current 
Special Exception request relates to relief from the off-street parking requirements; the Applicant 
is requesting relief from 60 of the 231 required off-street parking spaces. In their supplemental 
narrative, the Applicant calculates the required off-street parking based on the following 
calculations: 
 “Multifamily Dwelling” use: 142 apartments x 1.2 spaces per unit = 171 spaces 
 “Café” use: 1 space per 200 sq. ft. of gross floor area + 1 space per employee = 7 spaces 
 “Retail” use: 1 space per 200 sq. ft. of gross floor area + 1 space per employee = 54 spaces 

 
The Bureau notes that the “Multifamily Dwelling” use would actually only require 170 spaces, 
per the calculations in Section 7-327.6 of the Zoning Code. Thus, they are only requesting relief 
from 61 of the required 231 off-street parking spaces. 
 
The Planning Bureau notes that there are five criteria under Section 7-327.8 of the Zoning Code 
that establish a basis under which the Zoning Hearing Board may grant relief. With respect to the 
current proposal, the Bureau believes that the project meets the following: 
 Criterion #1: there is available parking in the surrounding streets, primarily along Reily 

Street; as well as along 5th Street between Reily Street and Harris Street; 
 Criterion #2: per Capital Area Transit’s route maps, there are about nine (9) CAT routes that 

run along Reily Street or through either the Reily/3rd Street or Reily/6th Street intersections; 
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these routes provide coverage to a range of locations within the city and in the surrounding 
suburban jurisdictions, providing access to a variety of goods and services. The Bureau 
additionally notes that adding residents along these routes may encourage more transit use 
which may lead to virtuous cycle of increased days/times/frequencies of routes; and 

 Criterion #5: as the Applicant has stated in their documentation, the complementary nature of 
the uses on-site – specifically the residential units and the ground-floor commercial space – 
means these uses will be able to share parking. The commercial areas and any parking the 
use demands will be more active during daytime hours, whereas the residents’ need for 
parking will be more pronounced in the evening. The Bureau does note that the post-COVID 
rise in Work From Home (WFH) means that there may be fewer residents commuting during 
the day, particularly driving to their workplace; however, given its relatively small size, it’s 
likely that the “Coffee Shop/Café” use will primarily attract residents of the proposed 
development and the surrounding neighborhood, meaning that few customers will likely 
drive. Given the unknown nature of the tenant for the commercial space fronting Reily 
Street, it’s difficult to  

 
In their supplemental narrative, with respect to Criteria #3 & #4, the Applicant has stated that 
“the Project proposes this. Details will be provided at the hearing.” From the Bureau’s 
perspective, this approach is not acceptable. If the Applicant truly intends  
 
2. The Board shall find that the use, structure, or action authorized by the special permit 

will not be contrary to the preservation of the general character of the neighborhood 
involved. 

 
With respect to the proposed use, in their supplemental narrative, the Applicant has stated: 
“400 Reily Street, LLC (“400-RS”) is the owner of 40 tracts of land comprising the city block 
bounded by Reily Street, Boyd Street, Fulton Street, and North 5th Street (collectively, the 
“Property”). The Property is +/-1.01 acres in area. A listing of the tracts comprising the Property 
is attached to this Application as Exhibit “A”. 400-RS is proposing to redevelop the Property 
with a mixed-use development with a within a 7-story building consisting of 142 residential 
apartments (11 apartments being “affordable”), +/-8,700 sf of commercial space, +/-975 sf of 
restaurant and coffee shop, and a +/-171-space parking garage (collectively the “Project”). The 
Project will be a redevelopment within a federally designated Qualified Opportunity Zone 
(“QOZ”). 
 
In January 2021, 400 Reily Street Management, LLC and KevGar Holdco, LLC (entities related 
ot 400-RS), as equitable owners, sought to develop the Proeprty with a similar project with a 
single, 7-story building consisting of 85 residential units, +/-23,000 sf of grocery store, +/-1,500 
sf of office, +/-8,000 sf of restaurant and coffee shop, and a +/-500-space parking garage (the 
“2021 Project”). For the 2021 Project, this Board granted special exception and variance 
approval for the uses proposed, and granted variances related to dimensional nonconformities, all 
by decision dated April 21, 2021 (Application No. 2466). A chart showing the requested relief is 
attached to this Application as Exhibit “B”, and a copy of the April 21, 2021 Decision granting 
the requested relief is attached to this Applicant as Exhibit “C”. 
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Due to the parking lease with the General Services Administration for the new Federal 
Courthouse not being awarded for Property, the 2021-Project is not viable. In addition, the 
developer was not able to secure a grocery store tenant for the Property. Therefore, 
redevelopment of the Property with the current Project – less parking, no grocery store and more 
apartments is proposed. 
 
The Property is located in the Residential Medium-Density (RM) Zoning District as set forth in 
the Harrisburg Zoning Ordinance (the ‘Ordinance’). The Project proposes some of the same uses 
that were approved in the 2021 Decision, that are either staying the same or decreasing in 
intensity (coffee Shop/Café, Offices and Parking Structure). Therefore, these uses are approved 
pursuant to the 2021 Decision. The Dwelling – Multi Family Use, however, is increasing in 
density from 85 apartments to 142 apartments. 11 of the proposed apartments will be 
‘affordable’. 
 
Note that the Special Exception Specific Criteria set forth in Ordinance Section 7-309.2(v) for 
Dwelling – Multifamily are not applicable, as the Project does not propose a conversion of an 
existing dwelling. 
 
Therefore, 400-RS requests a new special exception approval from (Ordinance Section 7-305.7 
(table) for the Dwelling – Multifamily use for 142 apartments.” 
 
The Planning Bureau notes that the Applicant has not specifically addressed the current state of 
the project site; however, the block is vacant and features grassy areas with some mature trees 
on-site, with a couple informal gravel parking lots along the northern boundary of the site.  
 
The Bureau notes that the current proposal is a revision to a similar proposal approved by the 
Zoning Hearing Board in February 2021; the primary differences between the proposals are a 
reduction in the number of proposed commercial uses, a reduction in the square footage of 
commercial space, an increase in the number of residential units, a change in the building 
massing along the western elevation, and a reduction in the number of parking spaces proposed 
on-site. For the sake of comparison, the previouos proposal involved a mixed-use development 
with a within a seven-story building consisting of 85 residential apartments, +/-23,000 sf grocery 
store, +/-8,000 sf of restaurant and coffee shop, +/-1,500 sf office, and a +/-500-space parking 
garage. 
 
The Bureau notes that the overall project would not be contrary to the character of the 
neighborhood, as there is a “Multifamily Dwelling” use on the block directly to the east (1500 
North 6th Street), and further east and south are the Bethesda Mission men’s shelter and Jackson 
Lick Towers, respectively. Although the neighborhood to the north and west is largely 
residential, it features a few blocks of connected rowhomes interspersed amongst vacant lots and 
surface parking lots. The proposed “Coffee Shop/Café” use would likewise be compatible with 
the character of the neighborhood; there are several restaurants along this portion of the Reily 
Street corridor, as well as two in the building directly to the east. There are also other nearby 
commercial uses such as a gas station/convenience store and hair styling businesses. 
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With respect to the current Special Exception request, the Bureau notes that the Applicant 
originally intended to lease spaces to the Federal Courthouse located two blocks to the east. 
They were not able to secure that lease, which has resulted in the elimination of approximately 
300 parking spaces on-site, such that the project is now proposing to include approximately 171 
spaces for residents and customers of businesses on-site. The Applicant has removed traffic-
generating uses from the overall proposal, including a “Grocery Store” and “Office” uses, which 
should result in an overall lower number of vehicular trips generated by the project, even with 
the increase in residential units. Given the presence of surface parking lots in the neighorhood 
directly to the west and the concurrent availability of on-street spaces fronting those lots, the 
inclusion of a 35-space secure bicycle storage locker (in addition to the space included by the 
Bureau in its conditions), and the presence of nearby CAT routes, the Bureau believes that the 
requested relief is reasonable. 
 
Given the above, the proposed uses requiring Special Exception approval will not be contrary to 
the character of the neighborhood.  
 
3. The Board shall duly consider the following factors, as appropriate: 
(A) ingress and egress to property and existing and proposed structures thereon, with 

particular attention paid to automotive and pedestrian safety and convenience; 
traffic generation, flow and control relative to existing and future vehicular capacity 
or nearby public rights of way; and access in case of fire, flood or other catastrophe; 
  

In their supplemental narrative, the Applicant has stated: 
“The site plan demonstrates proper traffic ingress and egress to the Project site – primarily 
through the parking garage. The first floor retail uses can all be accessed by foot.” 
 
The Planning Bureau notes that the access for pedestrians will change significantly as a result of 
this project, predominantly for the better. The project will result in improvements to the existing 
pedestrian infrastructure, including new sidewalks along North 5th Street and Fulton Street, and 
will (with some project revisions included in the conditions) provide an active interface for the 
proposed extension of the urban meadow along Boyd Street, increasing safety for users of that 
route. Likewise, there will be new bike racks installed as part of this project to accommodate 
trips made to the commercial uses on-site or for residents or visitors of the apartment units on the 
upper floors. The Bureau also notes that the project locates the main vehicular entrance and 
business loading zone along Fulton Street, a low-volume alley that currently lacks 
comprehensive pedestrian infrastructure, which will further segregate vehicular and pedestrian 
circulation patterns and encourage pedestrian and bicyclist safety. 
 
With respect to vehicular access, the Bureau notes that the primary access point for the parking 
garage on the basement and first floor will be directly onto Fulton Street, a relatively narrow, 
low-volume alley; there is an additional, bi-directional access point along North 5th Street, with 
traffic being able to enter from the north and exit to the south. As noted above, this configuration 
will allow vehicular access to the parking on-site while reducing conflicts with pedestrians and 
bicyclists, who are most likely to use Reily Street to the south and the Boyd Street urban 
meadow to the north. The Applicant also intends to provide good sightlines for pedestrians, 
bicyclists, and vehicles to reduce potential conflicts.  
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(B) off-street parking and loading areas where required, with particular attention paid 

to the factors in paragraph (A) above and the noise, glare, odor, or traffic effects of 
the special exception on adjoining properties and properties generally in the 
neighborhood;  

 
The Applicant has stated: 
“171 spaces provided. Special exception request to reduce required parking. See attached 
narrative.” 
 
In their supplemental narrative, the Applicant has stated: 
“The 171 spaces provided for the apartments will not be reserved parking with a specific space 
assigned to a specific apartment. 400-RS anticipates that the apartments will not use all of the 
proposed parking, leaving spaces open for the commercial spaces. In addition, the evening and 
weekend, when peak apartment demand is anticipates, is not peak parking demand for the retail 
use. In addition some tenants may not have a vehicle. Further, the Project proposes 35 bicycle 
stalls, which will be used by tenants and employees. 
 
Ordinance Section 7-327.8 provides that the required parking for a project may, in whole or part, 
be reduced by special exception approval. 400-RS believes that the Project meets the standards 
set forth in Ordinance 7-327.8(1)-(4) as follows: 
 
1. Adequate commercial or public parking is available in the vicinity. 

a. Between the spaces provided that are anticipated to be vacant during normal business 
hours, and the anticipated number of people who will walk, ride, bikes, or use public 
transportation, there is adequate parking available in the vicinity. Surrounding areas for 
the anticipated parking demand. 

 
2. Public transportation service is deemed adequate to provide the needs for such. 

a. Existing bus service in the area is available for residents, tenants and visitors. 
 

3. A car-share facility or similar arrangement is established on the property for residents or 
building tenants. 
a. The Project proposes this. Details will be provided at the hearing. 

 
4. That the applicant agrees through a legally binding agreement to offer to provide a subsidy 

of mass transit costs of all persons working within the use to reach the use. Such subsidy 
shall reduce the costs to at least fifty percent (50%) of the cost of a monthly transit pass. 
Such benefit shall not be convertible into another benefit or cash. Such agreement shall also 
legally bind successors and lessees, and be in a form acceptable to the City Solicitor. 
a. The Project proposes this. Details will be provided at the hearing. 

 
Therefore, 400-RS requests a special exception pursuant to Ordinance Section 7-327.8 to reduce 
the required minimum parking as set forth herein. 
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In the alternative, 400-RS requests a variance from Ordinance Section 7-327.8 from the required 
minimum parking requirements as set forth herein.” 
 
In total, the proposed uses on-site will require 231 off-street parking spaces; it is reasonable to 
assume that some of the employees of businesses on-site would be residents, thus reducing the 
required parking needs. The Bureau notes that Section 7-327.8(a)(5) allows a reduction in off-
street parking if the uses for which the parking is provided share internal access or are within 
400 feet of the entrance to the use. Because the uses on-site all either share internal access or 
have external access points within 400 feet, the uses whose primary periods of use do not 
overlap may share the off-street parking. While there is no easy way to determine that without 
knowing the specific businesses and their hours of operation, particularly for the “Retail Store” 
space, it seems reasonable to assume that some spaces could be included in this calculation. This 
would be based on use during non-overlapping hours, building residents working at businesses 
on-site, and/or individuals choosing to travel to and from the development by walking or biking. 
 
While the Planning Bureau is generally supportive of requests for relief from off-street parking 
requirements and, as noted above, feels that the project meets some of the criteria outlined in 
Section 7-327.8 of the Zoning Code, the Applicant’s justification is lacking, specifically related 
to Criteria #3 & #4. The Applicant states that mass transit is available for residents and 
customers or businesses on-site, but there does not seem to be a comprehensive understanding of 
where or how frequent bus service runs; for example, CAT routes are essentially non-existent 
during the weekend. The application makes vague references to available public transportation 
subsidies and car sharing proposals, but explicitly has provided the Bureau with no information 
upon which to judge the veracity of these claims or determine whether they constitute 
appropriate justification. Without any documentation whatsoever related to a car-share service or 
a mass transit subsidy, the Bureau cannot affirm whether they are reasonable, reliable, or secured 
proposals. As such, it is difficult to ascertain whether the requested relief is justified and thus for 
the Bureau to make a recommendation in regards to this aspect of the project. 
 
Additionally, the Bureau believes that if the Applicant seeks to promote multimodalism and car 
optional living, they should be providing a secure, dedicated bicycle parking facility at the 
ground level, preferably accessed from the Boyd Street urban meadow and adjacent to the 
secondary stairwell and the coffee shop, as this arrangement has been supported by the Applicant 
in previous discussions. 
 
(C) refuse and service areas;  
 
The Applicant has stated: 
“Adequate site design and screening of refuse areas and minimization of spillover light will be 
present. Details of such will be presented with land development plans for the Project.” 
 
The Planning Bureau notes that the proposed uses – specifically the “Restaurant,” “Coffee 
Shop/Café,” and “Multifamily Dwelling” uses – will generate a significant amount of refuse. It is 
likely that the primary means of addressing this would be in dumpsters in the proposed loading 
areas, but this will ultimately require significant coordination with the City’s Department of 
Public Works to identify the exact location and means of access for refuse containers. The 
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Bureau would recommend that the Applicant coordinate with local community gardeners to 
develop a system to divert organic waste for use in community gardens – there are gardens 
proposed in Phase 2 of the nearby Capital Heights development, as well as a group working in 
the Reservoir Park greenhouse – and regional farms to ensure this waste is recycled in a 
sustainable manner. 
 
The Applicant has stated that this consideration will be addressed in the requisite Land 
Development Plan application; however, the Bureau notes that the Land Development Plan for 
this project received Land Development Plan approval from City Council on April 13, 2021, and 
thus will not be reviewed again. The Bureau notes that the Applicant has created separated and 
secure storage of refuse for both the residential and commercial aspects of the property, which 
can both be accessed from the loading area; however, the Bureau is uncertain of whether the 
Applicant anticipates that City trash trucks will access the loading area, or that bins will be 
brought to the curb during trash day. It is likely that the refuse generated by the project will 
require trash collection more than once a week. 
 
(D) utilities, with reference to locations, availability, and compatibility;  
 
The Applicant has stated: 
“No new utilities being proposed.” 
 
The Planning Bureau notes that the Applicant’s statement is inaccurate; the project will result in 
a new development occupying an entire city block, which will necessitate the provision of new 
electrical, gas, telecommunications, water, sewer, and stormsewer infrastructure, as well as 
increased refuse collection requirements. Although the Applicant may not be resubmitting a 
Land Development Plan application, the Bureau notes that Capital Region Water should be 
reviewing the sewer and stormwater management aspects of the project as they have changed 
significantly, including the addition of more residential units and the provision of a green roof 
across the entire structure. Otherwise, the Bureau believes that the project will include utility 
connections that meet the needs of future residential and commercial tenants on-site. 
 
(E) screening and other buffering with reference to type, dimensions and character;  
 
The Applicant has stated: 
“No” 
“Adequate site design and screening of refuse areas and minimization of spillover light will be 
present. Details of such will be presented with land development plans for the Project.” 
 
The Planning Bureau notes that the project will occupy the entirety of the site; thus, there will 
not be much room for screening or fencing. The Bureau recommends the Applicants pay special 
attention to the perimeter of the building and how it engages the streetscape, to identify 
opportunities for softening the relatively hard and unattractive frontages of the building. This 
may include installing a “green screen” along the parking lot frontage on the northern elevation, 
or vegetative planters along the Reily Street frontage. In addition to vegetative screening, the 
Applicant may want to consider utilizing these spaces for murals as well. 
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(F) signs, if any, and existing and proposed exterior lighting with reference to glare, 
traffic safety and compatibility and harmony with properties in the neighborhood; 

 
The Applicant has stated: 
“Signage has not yet been designed for the project.” 
 
The Planning Bureau notes that any new signage will likely require the filing of a zoning relief 
requests given the constraints of the Residential Medium-Density (RM) zoning district. This 
application does not address this issue because tenants have not been secured for the proposed 
commercial spaces and thus the Applicant cannot know the signage requirements of those 
businesses. As such, if the Applicant intends on installing the proposed signage, they will need to 
submit a separate zoning relief application.  
 
(G) required yards, setbacks and other open space;  
 
The Applicant has stated: 
“Variance relief previously granted. See attached narrative.” 
 
The Planning Bureau notes that the project will have no front, side, or rear setback and that it 
appears that the project will occupy 100% of the lot area and, as such, the proposal requires full 
relief from the Development Standards in Section 7-307.3 of the Zoning Code that address these 
issues. The Bureau notes that the Applicant received approval of all dimensional relief related to 
yards, setbacks, and open space in the February 2021 ZHB decision.  
 
(H) size, bulk, use, and general character of a proposed building, structure, expansion, 

or enlargement in relation to adjacent properties and the neighborhood generally; 
 
The Applicant has stated: 
“Variance relief previously granted. See attached narrative.” 
 
The Planning Bureau notes that the project will be higher than the 45 feet permitted by right in 
the RM district and, as such, the proposal requires full relief from the that aspect of the 
Development Standards in Section 7-307.3 of the Zoning Code. The Bureau notes that the 
Applicant received approval of all dimensional relief related to yards, setbacks, and open space 
in the February 2021 ZHB decision. The Bureau does note that there are prospective 
development proposals for the existing surface parking lots to the west of the project site, in 
Institutionally (INS)-zoned properties which are more permissive with respect to building 
massing, which will likely be of a similar size to the current project. Additionally, the current 
development proposal is shorter than the mixed-use building directly to the east, as well as the 
nearby Federal Courthouse and Jackson Lick towers on 6th Street, and VOA building on 3rd 
Street. 
 
(I) other factors, if any, which have a bearing on the compatibility of the special 

exception with adjacent properties and the neighborhood generally. 
 
With respect to whether the proposal involves a public safety hazard, the Applicant has stated: 
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“No significant public safety hazards will be generated by the Project.” 
With respect to whether the proposal will comply with the Environmental Performance 
Standards in Chapter 7-331, the Applicant has stated: 
“Yes” 
With respect to the establishment of a business, the Applicant has stated: 
“Tenants have not yet been secured” 
With respect to the impact on the character of the neighborhood, the Applicant has stated: 
“No significant adverse effect on the character of the surrounding neighborhood will be 
generated by the Project.” 
 
And  
 
“The Project offers strong synergies with Midtown’s current revitalization and urban 
development initiatives. The Project’s goal is to provide essential and much needed assets in 
Midtown such as residential housing units, retail, a coffee shop and parking capacity near the 
new Federal justice complex. Together these amenities will activate the extension to the 
Pedestrian Walkway along Boyd Street, beginning on 3rd and extending through 6th Street – just 
steps from the new Federal Courthouse when it opens later in 2022. 
 
The Planning Bureau concurs with the Applicant’s assessment of the impact of the project. 
While the project does request relief from the regulations of the Zoning Code, in addition to 
relief previously granted by the ZHB in February 2021, this development is of a similar massing 
as existing buildings to the east (1500 North 6th Street) and existing (the HACC campus building 
and the VOA apartment building) and prospective developments to the west. As the Applicant 
notes, this proposal is designed to ensure that the disparate portions of the project are financially-
feasible as a single development. Given the previous reviews of and approvals for the project in 
its previous, similar iteration, which have affirmed the appropriateness of the design, the Bureau 
feels as though the current proposal is likewise compatible with the neighborhood. The primary 
change will be the incorporation of additional residential units, with a reduction in commercial 
tenant space; this redesign may actually create a more compatible project, as it will result in less 
commercial traffic circulation around the residential neighborhood to the north. 
 
VARIANCE REQUIREMENTS PER SECTION 7-323.7 
OF THE PA MUNICIPALITIES PLANNING CODE: 
1. There are unique physical circumstances or conditions, including irregularity, 

narrowness, or shallowness of lot size or shape, or exceptional topographical or other 
physical conditions peculiar to the particular property and that the unnecessary 
hardship is due to such conditions and not the circumstances or conditions generally 
created by the provisions of the zoning ordinance in the neighborhood or district in 
which the property is located. 

 
The Applicant has stated: 
“As to the site dimensional requirements (other than Minimum Lot Area (residential)), the 
Project proposes the same nonconformities as in the 2021 Project. This is primarily due to the 
footprint of the building proposed being the same in both applications. Therefore, other than 
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Minimum Lot Area (residential) these nonconformities are approved pursuant to the 2021 
Decision. 
 
As to the Minimum Lot Area (residential) requirement, Ordinance Section 7-307.36(table) 
requires a minimum of 1,500 sf per dwelling unit proposed. Therefore, for the 150 dwelling units 
the minimum lot area for residential use is 225,000 sf (1,500 sf/DU x 150 DU). The Property is 
+/-44,100 sf and cannot be expanded. 
 
Therefore, 400-RS requests a variance from Ordinance Section 7-307.3 (table) as to the 
minimum lot area (residential).” 
 
The Planning Bureau notes that the Applicant is not seeking a variance to the “Minimum Lot 
Area” regulation, but rather the Density regulation for the RM zoning district, and that they 
appear to misinterpret the regulation. The regulation is not intended to be interpreted as 
expecting to find a property that is large enough to fit a predetermined number of units; rather, it 
is intended to establish a permitted residential density for any property in the RM district. As 
such, the request is not necessarily for relief from finding an appropriately-sized lot, it is in 
permitting the allowance of density beyond which the current lot can accommodate; per Section 
7-307.3 of the Zoning Code, the current site would only allow 30 units.  
  
The Applicant’s supplemental narrative references financial hardships as justification for the 
proposed Variance, and generally stated that the individual components of the project would 
likely not be viable on their own, but are viable when combined into a mixed-use development. 
The proposed uses included in the project require collocation to be financially-viable, which 
does necessitate the development of a site in a way that exceeds the regulations of the 
Residential Medium-Density (RM) district in which the site is located. In fact, the revisions to 
the previously-approved project demonstrate the difficulty in developing projects of this nature, 
as the previous iteration was not financially-feasible due to the difficulty in securing commercial 
tenants and a parking lease for the Federal Courthouse. The Bureau also notes that construction 
costs have increased in the wake/midst of the COVID pandemic and subsequent supply-chain 
issues, which does have an impact on the viability of new development; in many cases, the 
options may be a less dense project with higher-rent units, or a denser project with lower 
monthly rental costs. Finally, the Bureau notes that while the project site is located in the RM 
district, the blocks to the east (Commercial Neighborhood) and the west (Institutional) are zoned 
in a manner more appropriate for their location along major corridors (Reily Street and 6th Street) 
with the potential for denser development that can be accommodated by the existing street grid. 
 
2. That because of such physical circumstances or conditions, there is no possibility that 

the property can be developed in strict conformity with the provisions of the zoning 
ordinance and that the authorization of a variance is therefore necessary to enable the 
reasonable reuse of the property.  

 
The Planning Bureau notes that the Applicant has not explicitly addressed this consideration, 
aside from noting that the building design, which compels some of the Variances being requested 
for the project, is not possible without the collocation of the proposed uses, all of which require 
some type of zoning relief (either Special Exceptions or Variances). Aside from single-family 
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dwellings and some limited commercial uses, any development of the project site would require 
zoning relief of some type, and likely both Special Exceptions and Variances (for relief from the 
Development Standards). Given the location at the intersection of two major corridors (Reily 
Street and 6th Street), there is a compelling justification for development that will take advantage 
of this proximity, as well as proximity to the Federal Courthouse. 
 
3. That such unnecessary hardship has not been created by the appellant. 
 
The Planning Bureau notes that the Applicant has not explicitly addressed this issue, other than 
to claim that the project is not viable unless approved as submitted. 
 
4. The variance, if authorized, will not alter the essential character of the neighborhood or 

district in which the property is located, nor substantially or permanently impair the 
appropriate use or development of adjacent property, nor be detrimental to the public 
welfare. 

 
The Applicant has stated: 
“No significant adverse effect on the character of the surrounding neighborhood will be 
generated by the Project.” 
 
With respect to the uses, the Planning Bureau notes that there are a variety of similar or 
complementary uses in the surrounding neighborhood. Additionally, as noted elsewhere in this 
case report, the massing of the proposed building is similar or less intensive than developments 
to the east and south; blocks to the west feature underutilized surface parking lots that are likely 
to see development proposals of similar scale in the future. The project is a substantial deviation 
from the permitted development in the RM district, although the Bureau notes that the parcels to 
the east (Commercial Neighborhood) and west (Institutional) are zoned in a manner that permits 
development similar to what is proposed as part of the current project. Finally, recognizing its 
proximity to Reily Street and 6th Street, as well as to current and future developments along these 
corridors, this block has been the site of Zoning Map Amendment proposals in the past, although 
such efforts were eventually withdrawn before a decision by City Council. Per previous reviews 
by the Planning Commission, Zoning Hearing Board, and City Council, which affirmed the 
appropriateness of the development for this site, the Planning Bureau believes that the revised 
design, which reduces the commercial aspects and increases the residential units, is reasonable. 
 
5. The variance, if authorized, will represent the minimum variance that will afford relief 

and will represent the least modification possible of the regulation in issue.  
 
The Planning Bureau notes that the Applicant has not explicitly addressed this issue. The aspect 
of the project which requires the Variance approval is the residential density; the previously-
approved design included 85 units, and the current design proposes an additional 57 units for a 
total of 142 units. In analyzing the request, a comparison is made between the previous design – 
which included a grocery store, offices, and an approximately 500-space parking garage – and 
the current proposal which essentially replaces those elements with 57 units and unspecified 
“retail space” within the same general development footprint and building envelope. Since the 
Development Standard regulations will then not be changing (aside from the density), it is 
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instructive to evaluate the change in impact from the previous design. While it is likely difficult 
to statistically measure the impacts of the change in proposed uses on-site, it is reasonable to 
assume that 57 additional units and some retail space will generate less impact than a grocery 
store, offices, and parking garage. Because the impact is likely to be reduced from the previous 
proposal, which was approved by the Planning Commission, Zoning Hearing Board, and City 
Council, and that the increase in residential units will occur with the same building envelope as 
previously-approved, it is reasonable to concur that the proposed redesigned meets this standard.  
 
PLANNING BUREAU RECOMMENDATION: 
 
Planning Bureau staff recommends the request be Approved with the following condition(s): 
 
1. At least a week prior to the Zoning Hearing Board meeting, the Applicant will submit written 

agreements/proposals for the car-share service and mass transit subsidy they have referenced 
in their proposal, so that the Planning Bureau has time to review the proposals and ascertain 
whether they meet the requirements of the Zoning Code. 

2. The Applicant will redesign the Reily Street façade to incorporate a second entrance into the 
retail space further to the west, to better activate the southern frontage of the property. The 
northern frontage of the property will likewise be redesigned to create a more attractive 
streetscape along the Boyd Street urban meadow, and to incorporate a secure, street-level 

3. The Applicant will install a secure bike storage area between the secondary stairwell and the 
“Coffee Shop/Café” space along the Boyd Street urban meadow for use by visitors and staff 
of businesses on-site. The current bike storage is located in the basement, meaning it is 
largely inaccessible to visitors and business customers.  

4. Given the entire site (44,100 square feet) will be “paved,” the project will need to plant 
fifteen (15) trees, per Section 7-307.12(b) of the Zoning Code; the Applicant will coordinate 
with the City Arborist on the selection and location of trees in the surrounding rights-of-way. 

5. The Applicant will coordinate with the Department of Public Works to confirm the 
appropriate size and location of refuse collection on-site. 

 
Planning Bureau staff recommend the request be Approved for the following reason(s): 
 
1. The project proposes infill development that reflects the character of the developing 6th Street 

corridor to the east, in terms of building massing, use, and design, and prospective projects 
along Reily Street to the west. 

2. The location will take advantage of proximity to major corridors (Reily Street and 6th Street) 
to realize the full value of the project site, and the building will be designed to front Reily 
Street to ensure that impacts on the residential neighborhood to the north will be mitigated. 

3. The project will be topped by a green roof across the full building footprint, incorporating a 
fairly unique stormwater management element for projects of this size, to reduce impacts on 
the local stormwater infrastructure and reduce the urban heat island effect generated by new 
development. 

4. The project will bring significant benefits to the neighborhood, including the removal of 
blighted buildings, the development of vacant lots, the activation of the Boyd Street urban 
meadow, and the addition of units to the housing inventory of the surrounding neighborhood 
and the city generally. And, if the conditions of the Planning Bureau are adopted, the project 

Approval with Conditions 
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will have positive impacts on pedestrians and bicyclists, and will improve the streetscapes 
along the public rights-of-way that surround the site. 

 
REVIEW PROCESS: 
1. Planning Bureau review of application and development of case report with recommendation 

to Harrisburg Planning Commission (HPC). 
2. Harrisburg Planning Commission review of application and recommendation to Zoning 

Hearing Board (ZHB). 
3. Harrisburg Zoning Hearing Board review of application and final decision. 
4. Submittal of Building Permit application to the Codes Bureau for any proposed work and 

Mercantile Permit application for the establishment of the proposed business. 
5. Codes Bureau/Health Officer inspections of work being performed. 
 
ATTACHMENTS:  
1. Site Photos taken by Planning Bureau staff 
2. Zoning & Location Map 
3. Variance & Special Exception Application  
4. Supplemental Narrative 
5. List of Subject Properties (Exhibit A) 
6. Prior Zoning Relief Granted by ZHB (Exhibit B) 
7. Notification Letters & Proof of Mailing 
8. Property Deeds 
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PROPERTY PHOTOS: 
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